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From Beber State to
Moroccan Empire
The Glory of Fez under
the Marīnids

www.markuswiener.com

New and Recently Published

Maya Shatzmiller
Medieval Fez was a main
center of education, art,
and commerce from the
13th to the 16th centuries
after the Marīnid Berber
tribe seized power in
Morocco and moved the
capital from Marrakesh
to Fez. As non-Arabs
they gained legitimacy by
founding madrassas, religious universities. They
also supported the arts and
commerce, and expanded
their state into an empire.
It was the Golden Age of
Fez. Maya Shatzmiller
draws a historical panorama of this era, highlighting its movers and shakers
in locations from North
Africa to the Mediterranean world.
HC: 978-1-55876-950-2
$69.95

PB: 978-1-55876-951-9
$26.95

African Women: A
Historical Panorama
Patricia W. Romero
African Women “features
many compelling personal
accounts of women who
struggled in the face of
slavery, colonialism, HIV/
AIDS, and political oppression, as well as stories
of religious figures, rulers,
artists, professionals, and
activists. Memorable sections include Romero’s
overview of witchcraft,
women’s participation in
anti-colonial conflicts, and
African women’s literature.
The diversity of the content
and the sources consulted
are highly commendable.
The book is a useful resource for teachers and
students of African history
and women’s history.”

and

Hidden Lives of
Jews and Africans:

Underground Society in the
Iberian Atlantic World

Jonathan Schorsch
“... a real tour-de-force. ... an
entirely new approach in the
field.” —Reviews in Hisory

The 16th and 17th-century
Iberian Atlantic was a turbulent world of adventurers,
transatlantic slave trade,
forced conversion to Catholicism, and underground
societies. Africans and converted Jews were persecuted by the Inquisition. This
book draws on protocols
to create a panorama of the
lives of free and enslaved
people from Europe and
Africa to Central and South
America, including Conversos and freed Africans
who were business partners
— International Journal of and rivals, some involved in
Historical African Studies
clandestine relations between dominated groups.
HC: 978-1-55876-575-7
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-630-3
PB: 978-1-55876-576-4
$28.95
$26.95

complete reviews, please visit:

www.markuswiener.com

Documents From the
African Past

Africa: A Short
History

Robert O. Collins

Robert O.Collins

This fascinating collection spans two millennia.
Primary sources describe
ancient and medieval trade
routes, China’s discovery
of Africa, the slave trade,
kingdoms, and court life
in inner East and West Africa, and the experiences
of Asian and European
settlers, merchants, and
colonialists.

This book works well in
classroom in combination
with Africa: A Short History by Robert O. Collins
on page 1.
PB: 978-1-55876-289-3
$28.95

“An elegantly written
narrative that takes us
from prehistoric times to
contemporary Africa in
fewer than 250 pages.”
—African Studies Review

Jürgen Osterhammel
“A conviction of imperial
cultural superiority gave
modern colonialism an
aggressive turn. Osterhammel’s book represents a new
approach to the subject.
The concise but sweeping
study encompasses the
processes of colonization
and decolonization from the
early modern period to the
twentieth century.”
—Midwest Book
Review
“Insightful and brilliant.”
—International Journal of
African Studies
“A brief, readable and
comprehensive introductory
survey.”
—Journal of Colonialism

HC: 978-1-55876-372-2
$68.95 “Pioneering.”
PB: 978-1-55876-373-9
—New West Indies Guide
$24.95
HC: 978-1-55876-339-5
This book works well in
$48.95
classroom in combination
with Documents From the PB: 978-1-55876-340-1
African Past on page 1.
$26.95

Classic textbooks

Included are texts by
foreign travelers, scholars and administrators.
The ideas of leaders who
shaped modern Africa
are represented by Jomo
Kenyatta, Haile Selassie,
Steven Biko, and Nelson
Mandela.

“An informative and
interesting collection
of stories and historical
happenings of Africa
since the year of African
independence. . . . Very
well documented and
detailed description
exposes the reader
to many unknown or
disavowed pieces of the
[continent’s] past: very
strongly recommended.”
—Midwest Review

Colonialism
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African History in
Documents: Vol I

African History in
Documents: Vol II

African History in
Documents: Vol III

Western African
History

Eastern African
History

Central and South
African History

Robert O. Collins

Robert O. Collins

Robert O. Collins

This volume covers five
hundred years of history,
spanning the writings of
travelers Ibn Battuta, Leo
Africanus, Mungo Park,
Heinrich Barth, René
Caillé, and Mary Kingsley, as well as many
others.

This volume covers two
thousand years of African
history: the ancient
kingdoms of Ethiopia and
Kush; ancient and medieval trade routes, including China’s discovery of
Africa; the history of the
East Coast; the Nilotic
Slave trade; kingdoms
and court life in Inner
East Africa; the appearance of Indian and white
settlers; and merchants and
colonialists. Leaders who
shaped modern Africa are
represented in documents
by Jomo Kenyatta, Tom
Mboya, Milton Obote, and
Julius Nyerere.

Beginning with the kingdoms of the Congo in the
fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, this volume
analyzes the pressures of
the Portuguese, Catholic
Church and slave traders on these blossoming
African states. The era
of nineteenth-century
colonialsm includes the
writings of Henry Morton
Stanley on the Congo, Edgar Canisius on rubber collecting, Jan van Riebeck
on native tribes of South
Africa, Andrew Sparrman
on the Boers, and de Wet
Nel on apartheid. The new
political era includes the
writings of Steve Biko and
Nelson Mandela.

Documents

“Here is a ready-made
text of readings to splendidly set a teacher on his
or her way.”
—West Africa Review
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and

“Collins’ wide variety of
publications . . . stands
as proof of his capacity
to write insightfully on
specialized topics.”
—World History
Bulletin
PB: 978-1-55876-015-8
$22.95

PB: 978-1-55876-016-5
$22.95

PB:978-1-55876-017-2
$22.95

complete reviews, please visit:

www.markuswiener.com

Problems in African
History Vol II:
Historical Problems
of Imperial Africa

Robert O. Collins
and Ruth Iyob

Robert O. Collins
and James M. Burns

Revised by Ruth Iyob, the
updated first volume in the
series now includes new
documents and contributors.

Now extensively revised
and updated by James M.
Burns, this second volume
in the fascinating series
comprises the following
topics:
» The Partition of Africa
» Collaboration or Resistance to European Rule in
Africa
» Colonial Rule in Africa
» Educating the African
Populations
» Forging a National Identity
» Exploitation or Development in Africa

Its themes comprise:
» Africa and Egypt
» African States and Trade
» Islam and Africa
» The Role of Women in
African States and Societies
» Slavery in Africa and the
Formation of the Global
Diasporas
PB: 978-1-55876-583-2
$28.95

PB: 978-1-55876--584-9
$28.95

Robert O. Collins’s original edition is once
again available

Historical Problems of Imperial Africa
ISBN-13: 9781558764545 $28.95

Problems in African
History Vol III:
Problems in the
History of Modern
Africa
Robert O. Collins
“Carefully edited ... represents a great variety of
points of view.”
—Choice
Topics include:
» Decolonization and the
End of Empire
» The African Environment: Origins of a Crisis
» Epidemics and Health
Care in Africa: the Human and Financial Costs
» Democracy and the Nation State
» Development in SubSaharan Africa: Failure or
Success
» Contemporary African
Civil Wars
PB: 978-1-55876-454-5
$28.95

Newly Revised & Updated Textbooks

Problems in African
History Vol I:
The Precolonial
Centuries
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Ibn Battuta in
Black Africa
Trans., Noel Q. King,
Editor, Said Hamdun

classic textbooks

“Ibn Battuta’s narrative
allows us to look at that
country through eyes
unlike our own. For once,
Sub-Saharan Africa is
viewed without the intrusion of colonialism and
racism… This book
provides much food for
thought, combined with
the simple pleasure of a
good travel tale well told.”
—The Boston Globe
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Shaihu Umar: A
Novel about Slavery
in Africa
Alhaji Sir Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa
This great African family
saga, written by the first
Federal Prime Minister
of Nigeria, focuses on the
struggles of Umar and
his mother and describes
Umar’s dramatic journey
across the desert with a
slave caravan. Rich in adventure, it also provides a
rare and vivid glimpse into
the lives of women and
children in a black Islamic
society and their survival
in a troubled age.

and

Colonialism
Jürgen Osterhammel
“Insightful and often brilliant.”
—International Journal of
African Historical Studies
“A brief, readable and
comprehensive introductory survey . . . a significant
contribution to the field
where such surveys are all
too rare.”
—Journal of Colonialism
and Colonial History

“Osterhammel offers classifications, periodizations,
typologies to help us un“ Lively translation…
derstand the phenomenon.
outstanding introduction…
“This
new
edition
offers
In an extraordinary act of
appealing illustrations…
great
prospects
for
success
compression, he outlines a
useful maps…”
with
undergraduates.”
theory along with support—World History Bulletin
—Journal of ing details.”
World History
—Journal of
“In its animated picture
World
History
of African and Islamic
PB: 978-1-55876-006-6
civilization.” — Journal of
$14.95
HC: 978-1-55876-339-5
World History
$48.95
For more titles on slavery in
Africa, see pages 9-12, 16, 18 PB: 978-1-55876-340-1
HC: 978-1-55876-335-7
$26.95
$68.95
See page 11 for Travels of Ibn
PB: 978-1-55876-336-4
Battuta to India and China
$24.95

complete reviews, please visit:

The Golden Trade
of the Moors
Edward William
Bovill

Corpus of Early
Arabic Sources
for West African
History
J. F. P. Hopkins,
Nehemia Levtzion,
Editors

“The main sources for the
medieval history of West
Africa are to be found in
Arabic writings… Here is
the sum of what Islamic
scholars wrote about West
Africa between the ninth
and the fifteenth centuries,
together with the notes
necessary to its evaluation
and the detailed indexes
and glossaries which
“Finely written and
facilitate comparative use.
researched.”
. . . . The work of Levtzion
—Islamic Studies and Hopkins . . . has been
supremely well done.”
“An utterly enthralling
—Times Literary
scholarly study … BoSupplement
vill’s truths turn out to be
splendidly romantic.”
“The maps are original and
— The New Yorker exciting.” — Geographic
Journal
PB: 978-1-55876-091-2
$24.95

PB: 978-1-55876-241-1
$38.95

Medieval West
Africa: Views from
Arab Scholars and
Merchants
Jay Spaulding,
Nehemia Levtzion
This book is designed in
a reader-friendly way.
It tells the story of West
Africa south of the Sahara from the ninth to the
fourteenth century, from
the viewpoint of Arab
geographers, historians,
and travelers.
“A useful guide to the
best writing that has
survived, from the wellknown passages of Ibn
Battuta and Ibn Khaldun
to many that will be new
to all but the most dedicated scholars.”
—Aramco World
HC: 978-1-55876-304-3
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-305-0
$26.95

For titles on Ancient Africa,
see page 11

Medieval African History

“Bovill is a gifted
teller of tales . . . . It is a
delightfully written and
well-organized account of
a vast and neglected field
of history . . . a unique
source book on Saharan
trade routes, caravan organization and Sudanese
history. . . . Mr. Bovill not
only reveals a firm grasp
of history but of anthropology and economic
geography.” —The New
York Times

www.markuswiener.com
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Land of Enchanters

Napoleon in Egypt

Bernard Lewis, Stanley
Burstein

Abd al-Rahman
al-Jabarti

“Lewis (Political Words
and Ideas in Islam) and
Burstein (California State
Univ.; ed., Ancient African
Civilizations: Kush and
Axum) have produced a
fascinating collection of
Egyptian stories that span
4000 years from writers of
the Middle Kingdom period (2133-1786 B.C.E.) to
Nobel Prize winner Naguib
Mahfouz and embrace ancient, Greco-Roman, Christian, and Muslim Egypt. ...
A feast of literature; highly
recommended.”
—Library Journal
“The preface is informative, as are the brief
introductions to the stories,
which describe the travails
and triumphs of royals, heroes, spirits and monsters.”
—Publishers Weekly
HC: 978-1-55876-266-4
$39.95
PB: 978-1-55876-267-1
$22.95

The book presents an
Arab view of a turning
point in modern history.
Al-Jabarti’s chronicle is
a unique combination of
historical reflection and
daily observations about
the atmosphere in Cairo
and the mood among the
local population.

and

Al-Jabarti’s History
of Egypt
Edited by
Jane Hathaway

The multivolume chronicle of Abd al-Rahman
al-Jabarti (1754–1825) is
the single most important
primary source for the history of Egypt over nearly
four centuries of Ottoman
rule (1517–1882). This
text, compiled by editor
Jane Hathaway to appeal
“A most interesting and
to the general reader as
moving account of an
well as scholars of Egypt
eyewitness.”
—Bibliothecca Orientalis and the Ottoman Empire,
is a collection of excerpts
“Superlative translation . . .
from al-Jabarti’s history,
excellent commentaries . . .
providing a multifaceted
witty illustrations . . . exactly
overview of Egyptian sothe right length for classroom
ciety during the eighteenth
use . . . inexpensive.”
and nineteenth centuries.
—World History Bulletin
“This account gives the
freshness of immediacy
to the events it describes.”
— Intl. Journal of African
Historical Studies
HC: 978-1-55876-338-8
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-337-1
$24.95

“This volume will appeal
to general readers. The
sections describing the
French occupation of
Egypt and its re-occupation by Ottoman forces are
particularly interesting.”
— Saudi Aramco World
HC: 978-1-55876-446-0
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-447-7
$28.95

complete reviews, please visit:

The First Sultan of
Zanzibar:

Power and Trade in the
19th Century Indian
Ocean

Beatrice Nicolini

PB: 978-1-55876-544-3
$24.95

The Siege of Magdala:
The British Empire Against
the Empreror of Ethiopia

Memoirs of an
Arabian Princess
from Zanzibar

Volker Matthies

Emile Ruete—Born
Sayyida, Princess of
Zanzibar

In 1867–68, a petty diplomatic dispute between Ethiopian emperor Tewodros
II and Queen Victoria led
to one of the strangest and
most dramatic military
campaigns in history. This
campaign had a tremendous
significance in the history
of Afro–European relations, military strategy, and
journalism.

“Ruete could be the
subject of a thrilling
romance. As Romero
explains, she was born in
1840 as Princess Sayyida.
Following her father’s
death, she participated
in one brother’s unsuccessful coup. She trysted
with a German, fled to
Germany, and married
her lover. Ruete … generates a peculiarly successful tension, enhanced by
carefully recorded details
of court life.”		

Preface by Richard
Pankhurst

“Matthies draws on previously untapped German
and Ethiopian sources ...
A superb work.”
—Modern War Institute
“A compelling narrative
. . . a thought-provoking
work. It will be of interest
to northeast Africa specialists, military historians, and
historians of imperialism.”
—African Studies Review
HC: 978-1-55876-551-5
Illustrated $68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-552-8
$28.95

—Publishers Weekly
“An intriguing account
of court life in an outpost
of the Islamic empire in
Africa.”
—Journal of
World History

Indian Ocean

Indian and Arab merchants have dominated
trade between East Africa
and Asia for centuries.
But in the nineteenth century, the British-French
rivalry spilled over into
the Indian Ocean, and
piraes looted, adventurers
sought their fortunes, and
Italian spies and American whalers got in on the
action. Meanwhile, the
Sa’id bin Sultan moved
the imperial capital to
Zanzibar and manipulated
the British-French rivalry
to his advantage, with the
slave trade playing a critical role. Nicolini provides
a colorful portrait of a
turbulent time.
“An intriguing book …
very readable.”
—African Studies
Quarterly

www.markuswiener.com

PB: 978-1-55876-007-3
$24.95
For more titles on the
Indian Ocean, see page 8.
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African Identity
Cultural
Effects of Forced
Migration
in Asia:

New: Indian Ocean

Shihan de Silva
Jayasuriya

8

“The slave trade should
not obscure African
contributions in military
activities and music, nor
the role of Africans as
cultural brokers between
the two continents. Topics include eastbound
Africans, the dispersal
of Africans across the
Indian Ocean, sounds of
Africa, and the history
and sociology of African
migrants.”
—Book News
“A breath of fresh air. .
. .[The book] casts new
light on the reality of
globalization.”
—Knowledge
HC: 978-1-55876-471-2
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-472-9
$28.95

and

East Africa and the
Indian Ocean

A History of
Madagascar

Edward A. Alpers

Mervyn Brown

This book offers an eyeopening perspective on
an often neglected area of
world history.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION

Madagascar is the fourth
largest island in the
world. It is a unique
blend of Asian and African cultures. A History
“Everyone who works
of Madagascar examines
on East African or Indian the origins of the MalaOcean history knows Alp- gasy, the early contacts
ers’ work. He has been at with Europeans, and the
the forefront of the effort struggle for influence in
to write East Africa into
the nineteenth century
the history of the Indian
between the British and
Ocean, while at the same the French. It also covers
time striving to convince the colonial period from
East Africanists to look
1896 to 1960, the recovat their region as part of a ery of independence and
larger oceanic system of
subsequent history up to
exchange and communica- the early 1990s.
tion.”
—International Journal of
“A highly readable, enAfrican Historical Studies
tertaining introduction to
the history, politics and
HC: 978-1-55876-452-1
people of Madagascar.”
$48.95
—West Africa Review
PB: 978-1-55876-453-8
$26.95
PB: 978-1-55876-292-3
For more titles on the
Indian Ocean, see page 7.

$32.95

complete reviews, please visit:

Women’s Voices on
Africa: A Century of
Travel Writings

www.markuswiener.com

African Diaspora in
the Mediterranean
Lands of Islam
John Hunwick, Eve
Troutt Powell

Edited by Alice Bellagamba,
Sandra E. Greene, and
Martin A. Klein

the Mediterranean Lands
of Islam offers scholars
and students insight into
the relationships between
the brutal culture of slavery and the rich traditions
of the Islamic world.”
—Publishers Weekly

“A unique contribution to the
study of the African slave trade in
its highlighting the voices of men
and women of slave ancestry and
ownership within the continent of
Africa.”
– African Studies Quarterly

Patricia W. Romero,
Editor
“The African Diaspora in

This collection explores the effects
“An excellent text for un- of memories of African slavery
dergraduate and graduate on political, social, economic, and
courses on slavery and the religious behavior today. The articles take a range of approaches:
slave trade, on comtackling the stigma of slave oriparative slavery or more
broadly on social history . gins; investigating religious com. . engaging . . . frequently munion with slave ancestors; and
examining the techniques used by
“Fascinating, maddening, riveting.”
—Journal of North descendants of slave traders and
and chilling . . . . These
African Studies owners to overcome their guilt,.
writers had interesting
The variety of sources —
 interthings to say about Afri- HC: 978-1-55876-274-9
views, proverbs, songs, art, and
can women and cross-cul- $68.95
children’s stories — illuminate not
tural misunderstanding.”
PB: 978-1-55876-275-6
only how people remember the
—The New York Times
$26.95
past but also how they struggle to
PB: 978-1-55876-048-6
Also by John Hunwick: liberate themselves from it.
$24.95
Jews of a Saharan Oasis HC: 978-1-55876-549-8
(page 15)
$48.95
Sufism and Religious
PB: 978-1-55876-550-4
Brotherhoods in Senegal
$26.95
(page 17)

Slavery/Women’s History

“This anthology provides
a fascinating overview
of these women’s roles
as scholars, missionaries,
adventurers, spies, and
journalists, and gathers
outstanding examples
of their groundbreaking scholarly treatises,
popular accounts, letters,
articles, and thrilling
adventure stories — all of
them firsthand documents
of women’s and African
history.

The Bitter Legacy:

African Slavery Past and
Present

9
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African Experience in
Spanish America
Leslie B. Rout, Jr.

Werner Zips

This pioneering book continues to hold a prominent
place and remains the only
general history on the people
of African descent in the
Spanish-speaking nations of
the Western hemisphere.
“This is decidedly a book
with a message, but it is also
an excellent book, and one
that has been long needed.”
—Times Literary
Supplement
PB: 978-1-55876-321-0
$32.95

Black Rebels:
African-Caribbean
Freedom Fighters in
Jamaica
This book chronicles the
struggles of African-Americans who escaped from
slavery and developed autonomous, “maroon” societies
beyond the fringes of the colonial system, demonstrating
the vulnerability of colonial
rule and the vitality of black
resistance in the Caribbean.
PB: 978-1-55876-213-8
$22.95
HC: 978-1-55876-212-1
$49.95

and

Amistad: a Hidden
Network of Slaves
and Merchants
Michael Zeuske
“This very readable book will
be accessible to wide audiences, scholars specialized in
slavery and Atlantic studies,
and students at all levels. The
story moves from the most
well known parts of this history, and the most central actors in it, to its less known but
equally relevant aspects (the
slavers, Africa, and Cuba).”
- New West Indian Guide
HC: 978-1-55876-592-4
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-593-1
$26.95

	Slavery

The Horrors of Slavery and Other Writings

10

Robert Wedderburn
Robert Wedderburn was one of the first promoters of black power
by revolutionary force, if necessary. His publications had an enormous impact in his time. The Horrors of Slavery is a vivid record
of the history, ideas, and rhetoric of a leader in the movement to
abolish slavery in the West Indies.
PB: 978-1-55876-051-6
$22.95

complete reviews, please visit:

www.markuswiener.com

Ancient African
Civilizations: Kush
and Axum

Ancient Slavery and
Modern Ideology

The Kingdom of
Kush

Moses I. Finley

Stanley Burstein, Ed.

Derek A. Welsby

Brent D. Shaw, Ed.

“With the collapse of
Egypt, Kush flourished
and then gave way to
Axum. … Presents the
ancient literary and
epigraphical testimony
for this region. … A brief
bibliography and photographs aid this significant
volume. … An important
contribution to Black
Africa.”—Choice

“A topnotch book.”
— The New Yorker
“Finley presents his arguments with exemplary
lucidity and a measure of
good common sense . . . .
This may well be Finley’s
best book.”
— The American
Historical Review

HC: 978-1-55876-504-7
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-505-4
$24.95

Includes a 120-page introduction by Brent Shaw of
Princeton University that
places Finley’s work in
the context of recent historical research on slavery.
Also added are two essays
by Finley in response to
debates provoked by this
book.
PB: 978-1-55876-171-3
$28.95

“The ancient African kingdom of Kush was one of
antiquity’s most expansive
empires. Welsby provides
a detailed account of its
rise and fall. He is an active field researcher and an
authority on the subject.
The material he presents
is primarily archaeological
but also contains evidence
from classical sources.”
—Choice
“Students and teachers
who want to sense the full
grandeur of Kush [need] a
reliable, up-to-date guide
to the archaeological
evidence. This purpose is
well served by Derek A.
Welsby”
— Classical Bulletin
HC: 978-1-55876-181-0
$32.95

Ancient Africa

“Stanley Burstein has
researched, compiled, and
translated with commentary the most significant
Greek and Roman sources
concerning Black Africa.
This book is a masterpiece of scholarship and
historical research.”
— Midwest Book Review

“A major creative achievement in historical interpretation.”
—Times Literary
Supplement

“Vivid, up-to-date, and
highly … If you have to
pick one book, make it
The Kingdom of Kush.”
— Archaeology Odyssey
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Eunuchs and
Castrati:
A Cultural History
Piotr O. Scholz

12

“Weaving together politics, law, medicine, music
anthropology, theology,
literary and social history,
and art, Scholz offers a
remarkable chronicle of
the torment and the passions of these individuals.” —Library Journal

Sudan

Urban History/Gender

This fascinating study of
eunuchs guides readers
as they travel through
various lands and periods,
familiarizing themselves
with the duties, responsibilities, and joys of these
individuals. The book
examines the roles of
eunuchs throughout world
history.

“Informative.” —The
New York Review of
Books
HC: 978-1-55876-200-8
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-201-5
$24.95

The History of
African Cities
South of the
Sahara

and

The Agony of Asar
Translator, Grant
Parker

“This accessible and affordable edition should
Catherine Coquerybring Capitein to a wider
Vidrovitch
readership. There is a wellresearched introduction
“Excellent . . . . One
that describes Capitein’s
of the outstanding
academic books of the life and education in the
Netherlands, and a handy
year.”
—Choice appendix on eighteenthcentury African intellectu“The author demonals.”
—TLS
strates the antiquity,
dynamism, diversity,
“Scholars and readers the
and complexity of Af- world over thank Grant
rican urban civilization Parker for giving us both
prior to colonization.
the first English translation
The book contains an
on Capitein’s manuscript
excellent and extenand a brilliant analysis of
sive bibliography. It
its significance.”
would serve well as a
—Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
general or introductory
This treatise represents the
text in undergraduate
first scholarly work by an
and graduate courses
African on the subject of
whether in African or
slavery. A facsimile of the
global history.”
—American Historical original Latin text of CapiReview tein’s thesis is included at
the end of this book.
HC: 978-1-55876-302-9
HC: 978-1-55876-125-4
$68.95
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-303-6
PB: 978-1-55876-126-1
$28.95
$22.95

complete reviews, please visit:

Islamism in Morocco
Malika Zeghal

PEN America—French
Voices Award
“This is a book filled with
sharp analytical observations… an important study
from which both students and
scholars will benefit.”
—International Journal of
Middle Eastern Studies

—Choice

HC: 978-1-55876-442-2
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-443-9
$28.95

T he T ravels of I bn
Battuta to India, the
S p i c e I s l a n ds , a n d
China

The Golden Age of
Islam
Maurice Lombard

Noël Q. King, Trans. “The best single account
which we possess of the
Albion Butters, Ed.

“This book features the
final part of the travel by
Ibn Battuta, the greatest
traveler of the 14th century and the most famous
one from the Muslim
world. In addition to
his commentary on the
original, the translator also
offers his own thoughts
on as well as minor corrections to earlier translations by others. With a
colloquial style, this piece
serves the needs of both
scholars in African, World,
and Middle East history,
as well as general readers
who are interested in the
cultural exchanges.”
– World History Bulletin
HC: 978-1-55876-633-4
$64.95

PB: 978-1-55876-634-1
$24.95

Islamic world between
the seventh and eleventh
centuries. It surveys in
masterly fashion how the
Islamic World emerged
out of conquered Sassanian, Byzantine, North
African and Spanish areas
and developed a special
civilization of its own,
which directly affected
its neighbors … The best
book which has yet appeared dealing with the
early centuries of one of
the world’s great and significant civilizations.”
—Speculum
“Important.”
—The American
Historical Review
PB: 978-1-55876-322-7
$26.95

Morocco, Northern Africa

“In an insightful analysis,
Zeghal describes the complex
political competition primarily contested by monarchs,
ulama, and Islamists in Morocco to define and determine
‘public Islam.’ The current
state of Islam has significantly ‘shifted the definition of
Islam toward a bureaucracy
rather than focusing it on the
… monarch, his public piety
and genealogy.’ … Highly
recommended.”

www.markuswiener.com
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Darfur: The Long
Road to Disaster
J. Millard Burr,
Robert O. Collins
“Burr and Collins’ account
constitutes an excellent
history of the region’s
politics, providing many
useful insights into the
current conflict.”
—Foreign Affairs

Sudan

“If there is one book to put
the Darfur crisis in its necessary context, this is it…
This volume makes clear
how genocide in Darfur
emerges from an enduring
African regional and international crisis involving
radical Islamic ideologies,
cross-border enmities, and
Arab-African tensions.
—Choice
HC: 978-1-55876-469-9
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-470-5
$28.95

Holy City on the
Nile: Omdurman
During the Mahdiyya
Robert S. Kramer

Sudan in Turmoil:
Hasan al-Turabi and
the Islamist State,
1989–2003
J. Millard Burr,

“Kramer is a skilled writer,
Robert O. Collins
appreciates colorful and
telling details, and has a
“Some topics [in this
sense of humor.”
book] read as if they were
—International Journal of part of a thriller. EspecialAfrican Historical Studies ly noteworthy among them
are the firm ideological,
“Kramer describes the
political, and economic
creation and rapid growth ties between Turabi and
of ... one of the most
Osama bin Laden, the
dramatic and significant
Sudan-Iran friendship,
events of the messianic
Sudanese oil and China,
movement within Islam.”
Sudan and Carlos the
—Book News
Jackal, [and] the plot to assassinate Egypt’s president
A place of pilgrimage,
Husni Mubarak … wellOmdurman was also
documented and vivid.”
Sudan’s market center and
—Middle East Quarterly
political capital. Omdurman’s history during this
era of holy war reveals the HC: 978-1-55876-509-2
$68.95
complexities and compromises that accompany
PB: 978-1-55876-510-8
revolutionary times.
$28.95
HC: 978-1-55876-515-3
$48.95
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and

PB: 978-1-55876-516-0
$28.95

complete reviews, please visit:

www.markuswiener.com

Jews and Judaism in
African History

Jews of a Saharan
Oasis

Richard Hull

John Hunwick

“This book fills a gap in
the broad history of Jews
in Africa. Hull (NYU)
teaches courses on the
topic, about which he marshals an impressive body
of literature in succinct
prose with balanced judgments. This will be useful
for students of all levels
and as a text from teaching… Recommended.”
—Choice

“Thoroughly exploiting
the extant Arabic writings
on the subject, Hunwick
examines the rise and
purge of the Jewish communal outpost of Tlemcen.”
—International Journal of
African Historical Studies

HC: 978-1-55876-495-8
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-496-5
$26.98
For more titles on Jewish
African history, see page 16

William F.S. Miles
“A fascinating report about
black Jews who have
prospered in a country with
the largest concentration
of Muslims on the African
continent.” —Ali A. Mazrui,
SUNY Binghamton

“In Jews of Nigeria: An Afro“John Hunwick pioneered Judaic Odyssey, Miles shares
life stories from this spirituthe use of Arabic sources
ally passionate community,
for writing African hisas well as his own Judaic
tory. He has devoted his
lifelong work to the study reflections as he celebrates
Hanukka and a bar mitzvah
of Islamic Africa and to
with “Jubos” in Abuja, the
illuminating the importance of… Muslim African capital of Nigeria.” 		
—Publisher’s Weekly
heritage… Hunwick is
resurrecting Jewish voices
A concluding encounter
silenced by al-Maghili’s
with laureate Chinua Achebe
vitrolic agenda.”
—African Studies Review reveals unexpected family
connections to one of the
most intriguing Jewish and
HC: 978-1-55876-345-6
African communities to
$48.95
emerge in modern times.
PB: 978-1-55876-346-3
HC: 978-1-55876-565-8
$24.95
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-566-5
$24.95

Afro-Jewish History

“Hull provides the foundation for appreciating the
longstanding presence and
contradictory roles of Jews
in African society.”
—African Studies
Quarterly

Jews of Nigeria:
An Afro-Jewish
Odyssey
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African Geopolitics
Philippe Hugon

Geopolitics

“A solid, thoughtful
overview of Africa’s
international politics. ...
The book’s strengths are
its good coverage of all
major on-going issues,
the historical and multidisciplinary perspective it
provides on these issues,
and the accessible style of
presentation.”
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The Letters and Other
Writings of Gustavus
Vassa (Olaudah
Equiano, the African)
Documenting Abolition of
the Slave Trade

Karlee Sapoznik

Gustavus Vassa was on the
vanguard of the anti-slavery
movement in England at the
end of the eighteenth century. He provided a voice for
people of African descent in
the British Atlantic world.
—International Journal His Interesting Narrative has
of African Historical influenced countless works,
Studies both fiction and nonfiction.
This book provides a
“This is an impressive book
brief outline of Africa’s
which makes an important
history and concludes
contribution to advancing
with the main current
scholarly understanding of
challenges: peace and
the life, identity and influence
security, food supplies,
of Gustavus Vassa . . . . This
and sustainable develop- book is indispensable.”
ment.
— Suzanne Schwarz, author
of Slave Captain: The Career
HC: 978-1-55876-460-6 of James Irving in the Liverpool
$68.95
Slave Trade
PB: 978-1-55876-461-3
HC: 978-155876-557-3
$26.95
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-558-0
$26.95

and

Amistad: a Hidden
Network of Slaves
and Merchants
Michael Zeuske
“This very readable book
will be accessible to
wide audiences, scholars
specialized in slavery
and Atlantic studies, and
students at all levels. The
story moves from the most
well known parts of this
history, and the most central actors in it, to its less
known but equally relevant aspects (the slavers,
Africa, and Cuba).”
- New West Indian Guide
“Michael Zeuske’s work
as historical detective
reveals a new and crucial
dimension of both the
much-storied Amistad
case and the larger illegal
Atlantic slave trade.”
—Marcus Rediker, author
of The Amistad Rebellion
HC: 978-1-55876-592-4
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-593-1
$26.95

complete reviews, please visit:

Leo Frobenius

Sufism and Politics
Sufism and Religious
Paul L. Heck, Editor
Brotherhoods in
Senegal
The editor consolidates
thinking about the politiKhadim Mbacké

cal dimension of Sufism
across culture and history
and offers new horizons
“The book presents a synfor scholarly reflection
Frobenius’ pivotal work
opsis of the different Sufi
on the socio-political role
on African culture repreorders in Senegal with an
played by Sufism in both
sented a landmark study in
emphasis on their historipre-modern and modern
ethnography. His writings,
cal evolution and current
Muslim society. Sufism
when discovered by young
social, political, and ecohas been an active player
African intellectuals
nomic influence. Khadim
in defining the societal nastudying in Europe in the
Mbacké sees Sufism as a
ture of Islam, and this volearly 1900s, reverberated
fundamental dimension
ume underscores the way
throughout the community
of Islam in Senegal. He
in which it has played that
of Africans in search of
attributes the popularity of
role while adapting itself
cultural legitimacy. Frobemystical Islam in Senegal
to changing political connius was credited with reto its ability to accomditions. Regions discussed
storing Black Africa’s soul
modate local beliefs and
in detail are Sub-Saharan
and identity in the early
customs.”
Africa and the Sudan.
part of the last century.

Preface by Léopold
Sédar Senghor

John Hunwick, Ed.

—International Journal
of African Historical HC: 978-1-55876-422-4
$48.95
Studies

“Well translated and thus
pleasant to read.”
—American
HC: 978-1-55876-341-8
Anthropologist
$48.95
HC: 978-1-55876-425-5
$64.95
PB: 978-1-55876-426-2
$28.95

PB: 978-1-55876-342-5
$22.95

PB: 978-1-55876-423-1
$24.95
For more titles on Islam
in Africa, see pages 5–9,
16–18.

Sufism and Frobenius

Leo Frobenius on
African History, Art,
and Culture

www.markuswiener.com
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Biography of
Mahommah Gardo
Baquaqua: His
Passage from Slavery
to Freedom in Africa
and America
Robin Law and Paul E.
Lovejoy, Editors
“This exemplary volume is
worthy of study and emulation . . . . The extensive
detail and clear overview
of the present edition contrasts powerfully with the
previous versions.”
—International Journal of
African Historical Studies

Slavery

18

Now in an expanded second edition, this remains
one of the few biographies
of a slave born in Africa
who left a detailed account
of his life and struggle for
freedom in Africa and the
Americas.
HC: 978-1-55876-429-3
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-430-9
$24.95

History of a slave
H.H. Johnston
Editor, Paul Lovejoy
The tale follows a fictitious slave journey from
the grasslands of Cameroon northward through
the Sokoto empire in what
is now Nigeria. Eventually, he is taken across the
Sahara to North Africa.
The details of life as an
African slave come from
accounts given personally
to the author by slaves in
the Barbary States and in
West Equatorial Africa,
particularly by Mbudikum
people—slaves who witnessed cannibalism, brutal
public executions, rape,
and forced migrations, and
also the inner workings of
the Sultan’s court and the
Sultan’s army.
HC: 978-1-55876-553-5
(Illustrated) $48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-554-2
$24.95

and

Slavery on the
Frontiers of Islam
Paul E. Lovejoy,
Editor
“A college-level readership will find these
informed, informative,
and strongly recommended essays will provide
them with exceptionally
important insights into
the political and religious
issues in the Sudan . . . .
Intriguing comparisons
and analysis.”
—Midwest Book Review
This collection of essays
offers a new paradigm, in
which the trans-Saharan
and trans-Atlantic worlds
of slavery are brought
into focus under the same
lens.
HC: 978-1-55876-328-9
$68.95
PB: 978-1-55876-329-6
$28.95

complete reviews, please visit:

Afro-Cuban Religions
Miguel Barnet
African-derived religions
enrich all aspects of Cuba’s
social, cultural, and everyday
life, and encompass all ethnic
and social groups. Politics,
art, and civil events such as
weddings, funerals, festivals,
and carnivals all possess
distinctly Afro-Cuban characteristics. Miguel Barnet
provides a concise guide to
the various traditions and
branches of Afro-Cuban
religions.

www.markuswiener.com

Afro-Cuban Myths:
YemayÁ and Other
Orishas
Rómulo Lachatañeré

Floyd Merrell

Capoeira is a unique
music-dance-sport-play
activity created by African
slaves in Brazil, and
Candomblé is a hybrid religion combining Catholic
and African beliefs and
practices. Merrell informs
his experiences with historical facts and research.
“Barnet explores the mytholThe result is informative
ogy and practices of Afroand entertaining, a deCuban religious movements.
“These fantastical tales . .
scription and analysis that
He illuminates the complex
. are exciting to read and
allows readers to underpantheon of deities worthought-provoking in their
stand and even experience
shipped in each tradition and
responses to fundamental
the spirit of Capoeira and
examines the rituals, music,
questions of popular theology Candomblé.
and dance of each in a clear,
and philosophy.”
straightforward manner. He
—Midwest Book Review HC: 978-1-55876-349-4
also compares and contrasts
$68.95
Cuban practices with those in
HC:
978-1-55876-317-3
the African homelands.”
PB: 978-1-55876-350-0
$48.95
$24.95
—Library Journal
PB: 978-1-55876-318-0
HC: 978-1-55876-254-1
$24.95
$48.95
PB: 978-1-55876-255-8
$19.95

African-Latin American Religion

These stories lead readers into a marvelous and
magical world: the extraordinary imaginations
of Afro-Cubans. Destined
to become a classic in its
field, this book was the first
to gather a sizeable sample
of Cuban patakíes (myths)
characteristic of the Regla
de Ocha (or Santería), the
most widespread AfroCuban religion practiced on
the island.

Capoeira and
Candomblé:
Conformity and
Resistance Through
Afro-Brazilian
Experience
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The West and the
World: A History of
Civilization
Vol. I: The Ancient
World to 1700

The Human Drama,
The Human Drama, Vol
Vol III:
I: From the Beginning to
From 1450 C.E. to 1900
500 C.E.
Jean Johnson,
Don Johnson

Vol. II: From 1400 to The authors present the
the Present
development of humankind

World History Textbooks

Kevin Reilly

20

“Reilly makes the subject truly exciting and
meaningful, in contrast to
the dreary linear narratives of most such texts.”
—Celia Chazelle, The
College of New Jersey
“Reilly’s text is the most
teachable . . . one of the
best conceived topical and
chronological narratives of
world history . . . . leaves
students with a much more
sophisticated vision of the
global past and present.”
—Lynda Shaffer,
Tufts University

across cultures and economies as a gigantic drama
played out with the cradles
of civilization as the stage.
PB: 978-1-55876-211-4
$28.95

Jean Johnson,
Don Johnson
The third volume develops
the themes of industrialization and the formation of
nation-states. The second
half of the book covers
Europe’s growing global
power and concludes on the
eve of the twentieth century.
PB: 978-1-55876-222-0
$28.95

The Human Drama, Vol
II: From 500-1400 C.E. The Human Drama. Vol
IV: From 1900 to the
Jean Johnson,
Present
Don Johnson

“This is a rich and engagingly written account of the
postclassical world...the
Johnsons are especially illuminating on the universal
religions and cross-cultural
contacts.”
—Stephen Gosch,
Vol. I PB: 978-1-55876-152-0
University
of Wisconsin
$32.95
Vol II PB: 978-1-55876-153-7
$32.95

and

PB: 978-1-55876-220-6
$28.95

Jean Johnson,
Don Johnson
The final volume ushers in
the twentieth century, the
bloodiest in world history
and arguably the century
that saw more accelerated
and profound changes than
any previous era.
PB: 978-1-55876-223-7
$28.95

complete reviews, please visit:
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